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Workgroup Charge
The Public Involvement Advisory Council (PIAC) City Budget - Community Engagement - PIAC Workgroup was
formed on May 22nd, 2019. The City of Portland introduced a new budget process for fiscal year 2019/2020. The
purpose of the workgroup was to review the Public Involvement Budget Advisory Committee (BAC) process.
Community engagement with the budgeting process is achieved through BACs. Council expects PIAC workgroup to
produce a set of draft recommendations to increase and improve community engagement on the new budget
process. These recommendations would inform Council at their work session in September 2019.

Review Process
The workgroup held its first meeting on May 22nd, 2019 to discuss the strategy and timeline for meeting the charge.
At this meeting the members were given a Budget 101 based on the new budget process. The workgroup asked
questions regarding the comprehensive plan and what is the bigger goal for the budget process. The group shared
that the city is becoming denser and more diverse, therefore where is the bigger conversation on how the city is
changing and what are the bigger ideas. The meeting also included discussion on how recruitment and selection
takes place for Budget Advisory Committee (BAC) members. Currently there is no uniform process for BACs. Each
bureau has a different process. Members thought it would be a good starting point to get perspective on BAC
members to find out:
• What they do
• Who they are
• What information are they reviewing in their BACs
• What type of support is provided to the BAC for them to be effective
• Comparison between smaller/larger bureaus
At this meeting the committee agreed to the following timeline/process:
• Planning & Research
• Information/Data gathering
• Proposal development
• Recommendation to PIAC/Vote
• Council work session
• Council Vote
The workgroup agreed to meet twice per month.
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Goals of Budget Advisory Committees
On September 26th, 2012 City Council adopted the guidelines for public involvement in City of Portland Bureau Budget
Advisory Committees (BACs). As stated in the executive summary:
“The goal of these guidelines is to foster a culture within City bureaus to produce well designed public involvement
strategies in their budget advisory committees (BACs) that will allow for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible and meaningful engagement opportunities, especially for those communities which have
historically been underrepresented
Early community education and engagement
Recruitment of diverse membership and orientation of new BAC members
Adequate time and opportunities for deliberation and community feedback
Community involvement in the evaluation of BAC processes
Development of budget decisions that better reflect community priorities

There are seven guidelines that are proposed as requirements for City bureaus on the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Community and labor representation
Creation of bureau BAC budget process websites
Maintenance of contact information lists
ADA and Limited English Proficiency accessibility
Handouts and presentation materials available to public
Public comment allowed at all meetings
Minority budget reports
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The guidelines also required additional projects to take place to support higher quality public involvement in the City’s
BAC process:
A. PIAC to develop a BAC best practices checklist
B. Building capacity of historically underrepresented communities
C. Lessons learned: Debrief after completion of budget cycle”
In reviewing the current BAC process with the introduction of the new budgeting cycle the workgroup discovered that
there were still concerns “…to fostering a culture within City bureaus to produce well designed public involvement
strategies in their budget advisory committees (BACs) …”
BAC Process
•
•
•
•
•

How useful is the information the BACs provide to influence the Council in their decision making?
What is the influence the community should have?
Should we research other outreach plans and what they look like?
Participatory Budgeting was brought up as a possible avenue to look at.
The group would also like to look at the constraint of Public Meeting laws and having members be able to do
business using technology.

Concerns on Process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the ways people who have limited time can give input?
Who are the people most excluded: minority, non-English speaking, people with disabilities?
Who are the people who need to be considered/included in the process?
Budgeting to what end?
Need a tool to understand the landscape and the processes of the budget.
Advising Bureaus at the biggest leverage point. Which part of the spectrum of the process we focus on.
Any choices around community audiences.

Surveys
The workgroup spent the month of June 2019 developing the survey questions to poll BAC members and City Staff who
coordinate BACs. The assumptions being:
•
•

All Bureaus had BACs
The city kept a roster of all BAC members (total number of BAC members citywide is available.)

The surveys for BAC members and City coordinators were finalized and an email was sent on July 9th, 2019 to the City
staff coordinators to forward to their BAC members (see Attachment I) This survey was open for one-week July 9th – 15th,
2019. Surveys (Attachment II & III)

Data Limitations
We did not ask BAC members about other ways to involve the public in budgeting more broadly. Thus, the findings from
the survey must be interpreted within the existing BAC process. Because the BACs vary in structure, size, function and
implementation we want to caution against over interpreting the findings from the survey.
Some bureaus use advisory groups as their BACs, an example of this would be the Public Utility Board, coordinated
through the City Budget Office, makes determinations on rates for Portland Water and Environmental Services bureaus.
City bureaus also vary in sizes from 1 – 50 employees to over 500 employees. There are also unique situations like
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Proposer Portland, which is under City of Portland but does not utilize the BAC process. The City is also unable to
determine which bureaus have BACs and total BAC members citywide.

Data Analysis
The survey was sent to 77 BAC members. We received 46 responses (59.74%). Below is the demographic breakdown of
membership. There were 13 responses from staff coordinators.

Demographics of BAC member respondents
Language

Majority respondents speak English. Others identified language was Spanish,
German, Atfalati, Ethnic minority language

Tribal affiliation

10% of respondents (37).

Disability identified

2.63% out of (33) respondents.

Gender identification

majority Female 44.7 and Male 47.3 with a 2.63% gender expansive

Sexual Orientation

Heterosexual was the largest group represented at 64.10%. Other orientation
came in under 10% in each other category.

Education

highest representation of Bachelor and Graduate Degrees 38.46% and
41.03% respectively

Employment status:

70% employed full-time.

Household Income

Majority of respondents were between $80,000 - $250,000 income range

What does the data tell?
The data shows that the BAC members who responded to the survey were majority white, highly educated, fully employed
in the higher income bracket, with an even mix of heterosexual male/female.
The majority received email invitations to join the BAC with the second method of contact being by word of mouth.
However, staff responses showed targeted invitation as first with word of mouth second and email invitation a close third.
Most bureaus provide some orientation and BAC members indicated a 70% out of 100% satisfaction rate.
The feedback on how well BACs represent different voices was a 57% satisfaction rate for members vs 64% for staff.
See comparison between BAC members and Staff coordinators responses to similar questions on the survey.
(Attachment IV)

Survey Preliminary Themes
Based on the written responses from members and city staff the following themes emerged:
•
•
•
•

Partner with community organizations
Begin discussion earlier before the budget period starts
More detailed information and metrics
Better orientation for the budget process
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•

How is underserved, minority, immigrant and refugee community engagement incorporated across the city within
those perceived “closed” committees, councils etc., who makes decision on resource assignments.

The BAC workgroup shared the survey information at the August 2019 PIAC meeting. The following thoughts were shared
by PIAC members:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not yet have complete count of total number of current BAC members. Survey went out to current and past
members, so unable to determine the percentage of BAC members who participated in the new budget process.
Suggestion to remove graphs of the survey from the report and focus more on themes.
Key finding is that there is lack of clarity around the role of the BAC
What problem is the BAC structure intended to solve?
Recommendation to include a comparison of original PIAC guidelines for BACs and how they currently function;
assess intent versus practice.
Lack of consensus about the goals of the BAC as outlined in the original document.

Recommendations
After discussion at the August 2019 meeting, PIAC is making the following recommendations to Council:
1. Community wants to be involved sooner in the BAC process:
• Clear that folks want to play more of meaningful role and at the beginning. The don’t want to be brought in at the
end of the process, which is many of these folks feel. Folks don’t see themselves as being able to influence
decisions through the BACs.
2. Community wants convenient locations for meeting:
• Desire for different non-downtown locations to better engage folks.
3. Community wants deeper relationships and greater diversity on BACs:
• Want to see more collaboration with community centers, community organizations, etc. to broaden and diversify
participation.
• Members desire for deeper understanding of and relationships with bureaus.
4. Community wants to be better prepared for the budget process:
• Orientation, preparation, and training on the city budget process for meaningful member participation is needed.
5. BACs need to be more accessible:
• There is a discrepancy between BAC members and staff reports of whether ASL and interpretation are being
provided.
6. BACs roles need to be clarified:
• Seems to be different understanding between BAC members and staff about roles and influence.

Concerns:
•

Why does each bureau have its own BAC process? Is this something that would be beneficial to streamline.

•

Would it be helpful for CBO and Civic Life to do trainings with both staff and BAC members to ensure information
offered is consistent about roles? Could CBO and Civic Life also provide support to the bureaus on
best/recommended practices for effective utilization of BACs? Is this something that will come out of the advisory
bodies?
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Advisory Bodies
In reviewing the BAC process for the last fiscal-year, encountered several limitations/barriers to making informed
recommendations such as: which bureaus have BACs, how many BAC members are there citywide, who are the
coordinators for the BACs and the lack of response from the know coordinators to provide their bureau BAC roster
when a formal request was made. This led to a bigger discussion on how the city manages/tracks advisory boards,
commissions and committees overall.
In 2017, City Commissioners Eudaly, Fish, and Fritz’s Offices worked with the City Attorney’s Office, the Office of
Community & Civic Life (formerly Office of Neighborhood Involvement), the Office of Management and Finance, and
the Office of Equity and Human Rights to co-create several deliverables and pass a resolution directing
implementation of these changes (Resolution 37328 https://www.portlandoregon.gov/auditor/article/663825).
However, there are current challenges in obtaining information from bureaus regarding their advisory boards,
commissions and committees. Staff assigned to the advisory bodies do not consistently document bylaws, selection
process of members, roster of members or how long members have served. In these examples, the process is not
transparent nor inclusive and when these elements are present, the composition of these groups are the least diverse,
but are given the power/authority to make decisions on significant city resources. Even though this was not within the
scope of PIACs review of the BAC process, it was important to highlight this concern since it is directly aligned with
PIACs charter of recommending inclusive public involvement in city government.

Questions/Comments
•
•
•

What does success look like? What comes out of this process. For whom does it matter?
Why do you think it matters that community participate in City government?
What problem are we solving by having community participate in the budget process? Do people feel heard?

Attachments
Attachment I – Survey email invitation
Attachment II – BAC members survey
Attachment III – BAC city staff coordinator survey
Attachment IV – Survey question comparison
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Survey email attch
I.pdf

PIAC BAC members
Survey attch II.pdf

PIAC City Staff
Survey attch III.pdf

Comparison of
Data attch IV.pdf
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